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3.1   Introduction  

         Language is considered a vehicle of communication or verbal interaction among members of 

the society. The chief purpose of teaching a language , be it the mother tongue or a foreign 

language, is to develop four basic skills: listening, reading, speaking and writing. Of these, writing is 

of special importance. Writing helps organization of thought, without the help of writing , it is very 

difficult to keep in the mind the various aspects of a topic or a subject. In other words, writing is a 

useful means of organizing  thought and giving it precision. In the words of Francis Bacon,”Reading 

maketh a full man, conference a ready man and writing an exact man” 



      The present unit deals with types of composition, paragraph writing and letter writing. 

3.2  Objectives         

After going through this unit, you will be able to : 

 Understand important writing skills 

 Understand paragraph structure 

 Know the principles of paragraph writing 

 Understand the form and structure of formal letters 

 Understand the form and structure of informal letters 

 Understand different types of composition 

 

   3.3  What is writing ? 

                   Writing is a medium of human communication that represents language and emotion 

through the inscription or recording of signs and symbols. In most languages, writing is a 

complement  to speech or spoken language. Writing is not a language but a form of technology. 

Within a language system, writing relies on many of the same structures as speech, such as 

vocabulary, grammar and semantics, with the added dependency of a system of signs or symbols, 

usually in the form of a formal alphabet. The result of writing is generally called text, and the 

recipient of text is called a reader. Writing has been instrumental in keeping history, dissemination 

of knowledge through the media and the formation of legal systems. It is also an important medium 

of expressing oneself by way of written words as do authors, poets and the like. 

                Writing skills are an important part of communication. Good writing skills allow you to 

communicate your message with clarity and ease to a far larger readers than through face-to-face 

or conversation. 

             The main objective of teaching English to the students is to enable them expressive powers 

in English. Thompson and Wyatt said, “The power of expression in a language is a matter of skill 

rather than of knowledge.” The students can best learn the language when they make its use in 

composition. According to Bhatia and Bhatia, “It is the expression of child’s thoughts, his own 

ideas, feelings and observations. It includes both the process and product of composing. It refers to 

the process of collecting thoughts, arranging them in a rational sequence and ultimately expressing 

them in accordance with recognized standards of form. The product may take the shape of a letter, 

an application, a paragraph, a story, an essay, a description or narration, a poem.” 

 

                                                   Stages of Writing 

The process of writing can be divided into the following stages: 



 Structuring 

 Copying 

 Transcribing 

 Composition 

                Structuring is the basic work of teaching the students how to write letters and 

words at the primary level, and how they are written in one or separate units. 

                In copying , a student is taught how to copy from the large text, with the objective 

of giving him sufficient practice as his hands become free and he comes face to face with 

different sentence and phrase patterns.  

                 The third stage is transcribing which is undertaken without the help of the text. 

                    Composition is the last stage in which the students learn how to put down their 

ideas into writing of their own. It may start from writing one or a few lines on a subject to 

write exhaustively on a subject in the form essay, story, poetry, letter or passage. 

                   In this unit we shall discuss the types of composition. 

 

                                                              Types of writing 

 

Writing or composition can be oral or written. It can be guided or spontaneous. The written 

composition can be of the following types : 

 

1) Descriptive Writing : This kind of writing is used to depict objects, living things and static 

elements in fantasies, it is the vehicle through which we become acquainted with the world. 

The writer must collect relevant material about the subject he is going to write. 

2) Narrative Writing : This kind of writing presents an event or a sequence of events 

involving  animate beings in a narrative manner. The animate beings be humans, insects, 

animals, fairies, etc. The subject of writing can also be moving mechanical devices, or alien 

from other planets. Narrative writing can be fictional or non fictional. Narratives are usually 

chronological, as may be found in oral histories, accident reports and case studies. However,        

the news reporting kind of narratives may begin from altogether a different place. It may 

include dialogue. 

3) Argumentative Writing : This type of writing or composition attempts to strengthen a 

view already held by the writer, to weaken or undermine such a view, or to persuade a 

reader to adopt another in an argumentative way. It is up to the writer to plan the way he 

wants to arrange his arguments. He can start from the strongest point or a neutral fact, 

keeping in with the subject of his writing. The writer should also anticipate any counter 

arguments that may be raised, and should tackle them too. 

4) Expository Writing : Exposition should be called explanatory writing, for it may explain a 

process or an idea. It may define terms or give reasons. Much of the writing that the 

students fits this broad category, so does much business and technical writing. Often,  

expository writing is interwoven with the other forms. Argumentative writing frequently 

requires the definition of terms early in the process of building a case. A fictional narrative 



uses expository writing to bridge time and to allow the omission of tedious detail. 

Descriptive writing may include expository writing, or expository writing may include 

description. Most of the expository writings begin with the definition in a positive or 

negative manner. It is the core of academic writing. 

  

No strict classification of formal and informal writings can be possible, but the following 

table will give you a broad idea about this : 

 

                Informal Writings                        Formal Writings 
 

 Personal letters 

 Articles   

 Stories   

 Dialogues 

 Note taking  

 Summary  

 Book or film reviews                                                                       

 Letters to official 

 Articles 

 Essays 

 Notices 

 Reports 

 Speech 

 Research papers 
 

   

                          Pre-requisites of teaching writing or composition 

 

Before the students are taught writing or composition, they should meet the following 

requirements: 

1)  They should have knowledge as deemed fit for a particular kind of composition. The level 

of knowledge is dependent on the number of years a student put up with English, class and 

age. Similarly, the complexity of composition would depend upon these factors. They should 

be able to read, speak and write English accordingly. 

2)  They should have ideas sufficient to enable the them to write about it. It should began 

with the maxim of ‘ from simple to complex’ and ‘ from concrete to abstract’. 

3)  They should be capable of ordering their ideas and facts in chronological or logical 

sequence. 

 

Features of writing 

 

Writing or composition has the following features: 

1) It is the stage which every learner of a language cherishes for. It is the final stage of 

writing as we have said earlier. 

2) It is the process as well as a product, though it can take any form. According to Bhatia 

and Bhatia, “ The product may take the shape of a letter, an application, a paragraph, a 

story, an essay, a description or narration, a poem, etc. 

3) It demands ordering of ideas and facts clearly and effectively in a standard format. 

Important points relevant to the subject matter should always be kept in mind. 



4) It is a medium of expression of thoughts, ideas, feelings, observations, experiences, etc. in 

a written form. 

 

                                                    Objectives of teaching writing 

 

The following are the objectives of teaching writing : 

1) To encourage the students to express themselves in writing effectively, orderly and 

systematically. 

2) To determine the structures of the sentences and phrases so as to be able to express 

correctly. 

3) To enable the students to express information in a way fit for grasp by the reader. 

4) To enable the students to write freely and at adequate speed. 

5) To enable the students to use the tools of writing, which are grammar, punctuation 

marks, capitalization, spelling and proper vocabulary, and avoidance of misspell words and 

misuse of words and sentences. 

 

 

                                              Tools of Writing 

The tools which make the writing effective are : 

1) Use of punctuation marks and capitalization to make the writing clear and precise. 

2) Use of correct grammar to make expression clear and complete. 

3) Use of correct spelling. 

4) Use of proper vocabulary and avoidance of misuse of words and phrases. 

                                                                   

3.4   Types of composition 

                  Following are the types of composition:                      

       3.4.1   Guided Composition 

                      By guided writing or composition is meant that the students write under control and 

direction of the teacher or supervisor. Under it the students are provided with necessary 

vocabulary and structures to be used for expressing the desired thoughts and ideas in writing. In 

fact, guided writing is an effect of the oral composition in which the students are already aware of 

the vocabulary and structures that they have to use in writing. The teachers should pay attention to 

the aspect that they should release the students out of their strict control and direction gradually, 

so that the students can be taken toward achieving spontaneous or free writing. The aim of guided 

writing is to direct and not restrict. If the students are proceeding in the right direction, they should 

be encouraged. 



                 Some educationists have been presented arguments against guided writing. They termed 

it as a mechanical device on which the students harp on the same line again and again. According to 

Allen and Campbell, “ Guided composition is not a panacea for all the problems of teaching 

composition to the foreign students. There is still much that needs further exploration and 

experimentation.” 

                 The students are made to practice guided writing with the help of reproduction, 

substitution tables, dictation, transformation of sentences and sentence patterns, etc. It finally 

paves the way for free composition. 

3.4.2   Free Composition 

                        Free or spontaneous writing begins where guided writing ends. The students should 

be gradually released from the shackles of control and direction and encouraged to write of their 

own on the topics selected precisely for them. It is this stage when they have to be taught how to 

arrange their ideas and make proper use of the language and tools of writing. According to 

H.Champion, “ The ultimate aim of composition is to enable the pupil to arrange his own ideas in 

his own way, freely; to choose his own words; to express his own ideas, freely. Hence the term ‘free 

composition’.” 

                     In this the students are free to use the vocabulary they like and can make use of 

structures of their liking. They can also tackle the topic of their own free volition. 

The recommendation of French is worth considering, “Free composition in which the child has to 

make up his own thoughts, has no place in the first three years of a six or seven years course. If it is 

used, it will only result in a large number of most discouraging mistakes.” So, free writing should be 

introduced at a later stage when the students have already acquired some mastery of the language.                   

 3.4.3   Creative Composition 

                              Creative writing is the very fine art of making things up, in the most attractive, apt 

and convincing way possible. Creative writing can be considered any writing that is original and self 

expressive. A news writing cannot be considered creative writing because its main goal is to present 

facts and not to express the feelings of the writer. While a news article can be entertaining, its main 

purpose is to present the facts. The purpose of creative writing is to both entertain and share 

human experience. Both fictional and non fictional works fall into this category, including such 

forms as novels, biographies, short stories, and poems. In the academic setting, creative writing is 

typically separated into fiction and poetry classes, with a focus on writing an original style. Writing 

for the screen and stage- screenwriting and play-writing are often taught separately, but fit under 

the creative writing category as well. 

 

 



                                          The Necessity of Creative Writing 

Tompkins (1982) suggests seven reasons why children should write stories (these reasons, of 

course, also apply to writing poetry): 

1)  to entertain 

2)  to foster artistic expression 

3)  to explore the functions and values of writing 

4)  to stimulate imagination 

5)  to clarify thinking 

6)  to search for identity 

7)  to learn to read and write 

                     It is important that the reasons for writing be made clear to administrators and parents, 

who may automatically categorize creative writing as merely frivolous play, something akin to 

recess. 

               While writing certainly should be enjoyable, and children should have opportunities to 

choose their own subjects and methods of writing, the importance of creative writing in developing 

children’s cognitive and communication skills cannot be underestimated. 

                              

                              Some ways to Improve Creative Writing in Children   

1)  Give children the opportunity to write about things they know about : Children find it easier to 

write about things they know about, have seen and experienced.  

2)  Give children plenty of first hand experiences : Do things with children like, visiting a farm, going 

to buy a fruit from a market, washing the car, going to the seaside, going by a bus or train. 

3)  Become one of the characters from a story : One person can be the main character from a story 

(e.g. Cinderella). Encourage the children to put themselves in the place of the characters. 

4)  Let children use all of their senses : Encourage the children to use their five senses to describe 

things. Describe different fruits while eating it, go into the garden in the morning ,in the noon and 

then at night – how is it different. 

5)  Using videos : One way which is sure to engage children is through the use of video. There is a 

lot of material on You-tube and other platforms, which will help children to explore and fully 

develop ideas. Always begin with the learning objective and ensure that video clips can fulfill the 

language and structural features of the relevant text type. 



                                                 Creative writing tips for teachers 

Engaging children and encouraging them to write has become increasingly difficult in the 

classroom. The children are bombarded with interactive and visual images constantly through the 

media and the internet, it become difficult for the teacher to compete. Who wants to read or write 

an emotional descriptive piece when they can be fully immersed in this feeling through interactive 

game play?    

The challenge is that how teacher can use these media and more dynamic approaches, to engage 

children into becoming creative and thoughtful writers.  

                One way which is sure to engage children is through the use of video. There is a lot of 

material on You-tube and other platforms, which will help children to explore and fully develop 

ideas. Always begin with the learning objective and ensure that video clips can fulfill the language 

and structural features of the relevant text type. By using visual prompts the children feel more 

confident and ready to write. It also allows comprehension, text organization and sentence 

structures to be taught in an exciting and meaningful way for the children. 

               Another approach that can help children to connect emotionally is for them to experience 

it for themselves. 

               Engaging children and encouraging them to write has also been boosted since the 

introduction of the creative curriculum in school. This offers more opportunities to extend and 

develop children’s writing through hooking them into a topic that is being taught across the 

curriculum. 

               Many drama techniques enable the children to become immersed into the life and world of 

a character. This can increase their understanding of a text and their ability to express their 

opinions in written form. 

Check Your Progress 

Notes: a) Write your answer in the space provided after each item. 

            b) Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit. 

1. Write types of writing ? 

i)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

ii)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

iii)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

iv)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Write short note on guided writing. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



 

   3.5   Paragraph writing 

            A paragraph is a collection of related sentences dealing with a single topic . A paragraph can 

be defined as a distinct section of a piece of writing. A paragraph is a self- contained unit of a 

discourse in writing dealing with a particular point or idea. It is a coherent whole, a well organized 

entity. It develops one idea, one thought or one feeling. It has a thematic entity. Paragraph uses 

various linking devices as yet, despite, such, though, while, henceforth, like, etc., it often presents 

an argument. A paragraph may be expository, argumentative, descriptive or narrative. 

                                                 Parts of a paragraph 

Topic Sentence : It comes at the beginning of a paragraph. The topic sentence is the summary of 

the whole paragraph. The purpose to keep the topic sentence in the beginning of the paragraph is 

to apprise the readers with the topic to be evaluated in the sentences that follow. This way the 

readers may the details that flow with the explanation of the main point. 

                       The topic sentence should be precise and clear. It should express the controlled idea 

and not disclose all the details. The focus should be on the introduction of the main point. Do not 

be confused, always be authentic. Make a bold statement by using strong verbs like ‘should’, 

‘must’, and not verbs like ‘I think’, ‘I suppose’, ‘It may’ etc. Use of weak verbs may make you loose 

your grip on the reader. Topic sentence is a vital part of a paragraph and it should be presented in a 

convincing way. 

Supporting Sentence : They follow the topic sentence. Supporting sentences form the body of the 

paragraph. Explain and expand the idea by giving reasons, examples, facts, statistics and 

quotations. Supporting sentences provide support to the topic sentence and help in developing the 

main idea. 

Closing Sentence  : The closing sentence sums up the important details mentioned in the 

paragraph. It should reinforce the point or opinion expressed in the body of the paragraph.  

      

                                       Principles of Paragraph Writing 

                    Paragraph writing is a significant productive skill, integrating both composing and 

organizing skills. In order to write an effective paragraph, a careful writing plan should be adopted 

to ensure proper length, unity, coherence, logical development , and organization of ideas. 

      A good paragraph must possess : 

Unity : A paragraph should have one theme. All sentences in a paragraph must develop or expand 

the main idea or theme, and all parts should relate to the whole. 



Unity of thought : Unity is the principle of oneness. Any writing, which does not have unity, distracts 

the reader. An important way of ensuring unity is to make sure that the composition is about a 

single theme. This enables the writer to examine an aspect of a topic in some detail.  In fact, 

focusing on a single aspect of the topic helps the writer unfold the theme logically. Thus, any 

effective and purposeful composition should have one controlling idea or theme. 

Topic Sentence : The ‘main idea’ or the ‘theme’ of a paragraph is sometimes expressed by one 

sentence is called a ‘topic sentence’. A topic sentence states the gist of the idea to be developed in 

the paragraph. The other sentences of the paragraph develop, support, exemplify, and explain the 

central theme. 

             The topic sentence maybe placed either in the beginning or at the end of the paragraph, 

depending on the logical organization of the paragraph. Sometimes a topic sentence may not be 

included and the main idea is expressed through details only. 

            As the topic sentence plays a significant role in paragraph structure, it is advisable that it is 

phrased with utmost care and includes all the relevant information in it. The topic sentence should 

introduce the paragraph and give the reader a clear idea about the content of the paragraph. The 

topic sentence should  summarise the paragraph. It may be written in the form of a simple 

compound or complex sentence, depending on the need and scoop of the paragraph. In order to 

write an appropriate topic sentence, the writer should concentrate on the theme of the paragraph.    

Coherence : Coherence combines to make every paragraph, every sentence, and every phrase 

contribute to the meaning of the whole piece. Coherence in paragraph writing means that all of the 

ideas in a paragraph support the topic sentence of the paragraph and allow the reader to easily 

understand the ideas one wishes to express. Paragraph coherence can be achieved by using major 

and minor connectors, such as pronouns and overt transitional expressions such as sentence linkers 

and sequence words and phrases. 

Pronouns : You may use common pronouns such as they, we, it or demonstrative pronouns such as 

this, that, these, and those in order to achieve coherence in a paragraph. 

Sentence Linkers : A sentence linker connects two sentences in a paragraph. It may consist of a 

single word or a phrase. For e.g. moreover, in fact, for example, in addition , to summarize, etc. 

Use of Sequence Words : The following words/phrases are generally used as sequence words. For 

e.g. first, firstly, second, secondly, then, next, after that, now, later, finally, lastly, afterwards, 

following, and so on.   

Logical Developments of Ideas : A paragraph should be developed in a logical manner. It should be 

organized in such a way that one sentence leads on naturally to the next. An appropriate method of 

development, which depends on the nature of the topic discussed, may be used. 

Order : The arrangement of thoughts in a paragraph should be clear and logical. 



Emphasis: Emphasis should be on the most important sentence of a paragraph by placing it in the 

beginning  of the paragraph. 

Development : Organizing the parts according to the pattern. 

Variety :  Good deal of variety may be introduced by making the sentence vary in length and 

structure. 

Tone : Consistency of the mood or attitude is to be maintained. 

 

                        

3.6   Letter writing 

                        The art of letter writing has been there ever since man learnt to write. The forms of 

communication in the world today are many .Letters don’t just transmit written messages but also 

the attitude of the writer and the recipient. Whether for business or pleasure, formal or informal, 

one needs to keep writing letters to communicate with others. 

                           Correspondence can broadly be divided into three parts : 

1. Personal correspondence(informal letters), which is between friends and relatives. 

2. Official correspondence(formal letters), which is between governments and semi government 

offices. 

3. Business correspondence(formal letters), when it relates to business companies for trade and 

industries.  

 Every letter is made up of a number of components 

 There are rules that govern where, how and why these components are used 

( Such rules are actually conventions, observed to ensure that information is conveyed 

rapidly and effectively) 

 Breaking the rules is sometimes acceptable, but in formal and correspondence, it is probably 

wise not to do so without a good reason. 

                  As a rule in modern correspondence, use short, every day words, unless a longer 

word is really the correct one. Brevity is always desirable, so if you find you can use one 

word instead of three, do so. 

 

           Forms of Letter 

1. The indented form 

 2. The fully blocked form 

 3. The semi- blocked form 

 4. The simplified form 



              

1. The indented form : It is a traditional form of writing letters. 

     a) In it each line of an item ( like the address) starts a little to the right side. 

     b) Salutation or a courteous greeting is to the left side. 

     c) All the paragraphs are indented. 

     d) Each line of the address too is indented and ends with a comma. 

 

2.  The fully blocked form : This is the most prevalent and internationally  accepted pattern. 

      a) In this all the lines begin from the left hand margin. 

      b) The address, the salutation, the body of the letter, the close and the signature are all      

           blocked. 

      c) The paragraph are not indented. The division between paragraphs is marked by a term  

           of space. 

       d) There are no commas at the end of the address. 

 

3. The semi- blocked form : It is the combination of the indented and fully blocked forms. 

     a) In it the heading, address, salutation etc. are blocked. 

     b) While the body of the letter is indented. 

 

4. The simplified form : This informal style of formatting is gaining popularity. 

     a) This form resembles the fully block style except that the salutation and complimentary  

          close are omitted. 

     b) It may also include a subject line in capital letters. 

 

                                         EXAMPLE : 1     INDENTED FORM 
 
                                                                                                                 24 G.T. Road, Gandhi Nagar, 
                                                                                                                  Delhi-110052 
                                                                                                                   18th March, 2016 
             Dear Reema, 
                       It is a long time since I heard from you. Hope all is well with you. 
                 I just returned from Kanpur after my short vacation. It was a pleasure meeting old 
friends in the Alumni function of our College. We all missed you very much. I met some of 
them almost after a decade. We organized a picnic to the zoo and botanical garden. It was a 
pleasure strolling in the campus of the college. 
                  How is your family? Hope your mother is keeping good health. Nothing more to 
pen for the present. 
                  Convey my regards to your family. 
                                                                                                          Yours sincerely, 
                                                                                                            
                                                                                                             Aditi 
 
          



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          EXAMPLE : 2     FULLY BLOCKED FORM 
364/6, Rajendra Nagar 
Near Manic Chowk 
Agra 
10th March, 2016 
 
The Mayor 
Municipal Corporation 
Agra 221109 
 
Subject – Clearing of garbage in our colony 
 
Sir 
 
I am constrained to inform that the posh Rajendra Nagar has lost its previous glamour, as 
now it is piled with heaps of garbage and the clearance van has not been seen for the many 
days. 
The air is being polluted by flies and mosquitoes. It seems a long time since our area has 
been cleaned. A pungent smell always hovers over the area.  
We have already complained to the corporation office and submitted a petition for the 
same, but all in vain. 
I request you to take the necessary action immediately and relieve us of the foul 
environment. 
 
Thanking you in anticipation 
Yours faithfully 
Vivek Gupta 

                                                         EXAMPLE : 3     SEMI BLOCKED FORM 
A -136, Shastri Nagar  
Mumbai-40087 
 
5th June 20XX 
 
Mr D.k.Paul 
Personal Manager 
Alpha Petrochemical Limited 
621, Ahuja Chambers, Nariman Point 
Mumbai-400021 
 



Dear Mr Paul 
                It is with pleasure that I accept your offer of an Executive Trainee position at the 
production division of your company. I assure you that I will put all my skills and experience to work 
for APL. 
              As desired, I can join you by the end of August, 20XX. I am grateful to you for giving me this 
opportunity to work with you. I look forward to meeting you in August. 
                                                                                                                                        Yours sincerely, 
                                                                                                                                           Ravi Kapoor                                                                                                                                            

 

                                           EXAMPLE: 4          SIMPLIFIED FORM 
A -136, Shastri Nagar  
Mumbai-40087 
 
5th June 20XX 
 
Mr D.k.Paul 
Personal Manager 
Alpha Petrochemical Limited 
621, Ahuja Chambers, Nariman Point 
Mumbai-400021 
 
ACCEPTING JOB OFFER 
 
It is It is with pleasure that I accept your offer of an Executive Trainee position at the production 
division of your company. I assure you that I will put all my skills and experience to work for APL. 
 
As desired, I can join you by the end of August, 20XX. I am grateful to you for giving me this 
opportunity to work with you. I look forward to meeting you in August. 
 
                                                                                                                                                Ravi Kapoor 

 

Check Your Progress 

Notes: a) Write your answer in the space provided after each item. 

            b) Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit. 

3. Write different forms of letter. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. Write true or false : 

   a) The power of expression is a matter of skill. 

   b) Descriptive writing is used to describe articles. 

   c) A letter to friend is a formal letter. 



   d) Spontaneous or free writing begins where guided writing ends. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

   

 

                    

  3.6.1  Formal letter 

 

Structure of a formal letter 

 

1. Your address – The return address of the sender so the recipient can easily find out 

where to send a reply to. (Not needed if the letter is printed on paper with the company 

letterhead already on it) 

2. Date- This is important for business letters. The correct way to write the date is March 2nd 

, 2016 or 2nd March, 2016. 2/3/2016 or 02-03-2016 is a wrong way to write the date. 

3. Inside address – The address of the person you are writing to along with the name of the 

recipient, the title and name of the company, if you are not sure who the letter should be 

addressed to either leave it blank, or put in a title i.e. “Director of Human Resources” 

4. Reference number – These make filings easier and thus allow letters to be traced later. 

5. Salutation – The formality with which you open a letter depends on the relationship 

between you and the recipient.  Dear Ms/ Mrs/ Mr Last name or to whom it may concern, if 

recipient’s name is unknown. The simple ‘Sir’ and ‘Madam’ is the most formal of all 

salutation. 

6. Subject line- Makes it easier for the recipient to find out what the letter is about. 

7. Body/text of the letter – The body is where you write the content of the letter. In 

general, the shorter the letter, the better.    

The first paragraph should tell the recipient why you are writing. 

The following  paragraphs elaborate. 

The final paragraph should sum up and elicit a response. 

NOTE – If you need to give detailed information, it is best to do this on a separate sheet with 

a suitable heading, and attach it to your letter as an enclosure. 

8. Closing – Let the reader know that you are finished with your letter, if you address the 

person by name, you conclude as ‘Yours sincerely’ . If using the form ‘Dear sir/Sir’ or ‘Dear 

madam/Madam’ , you conclude as ‘Yours faithfully’. 

9. Signature – Your signature will go in this section, usually signed in blue or black ink with a 

pen. 

10. Printed Name- The printed version of your name, and if desired you can put your title or 

position on the line underneath it. 



11. Enclosure – If letter contains other document other than the letter itself your letter will 

include the word “Enclosure”. 

       

                   Covering Letters 

                  When you send samples or documents, there should always be a covering letter. 

Use the letter to say exactly what you are sending, to give any explanations you think will 

help, and to ask for an acknowledgment. 

 

Sample letter (formal) 

 

Mr Girjashankar                                                                                                  Dt. April 21,2016 
Chief Manager, State Bank of India 
ISM Branch, Dhanbad 
 
Sub: Blocking of the cheques & Issuing of new cheque book 
 
Dear Mr Girijashankar 
 
I am writing to inform that I have lost my cheque book number 446601. Please issue me a 
new cheque book. Also, stop any payment against any cheque bearing the number 446601 
to 446650.  
 
I have signed the cheque requisition slip and handed over the same to my office peon. I am 
sending him to collect the cheque book. I would be obliged if you could give him the cheque 
book. 
 
Thank you, 
  
Yours sincerely, 
 
A K Mishra 
Dept of Mining Engineering 
Indian Mines, Dhanbad   

 

 

3.6.2  Informal letter 

 

Personal Letters 

                  Personal letters are written to a person known to you like a friend, a member of  

your family, a relative etc. Look in your heart, as you sit down to write your letter to a friend 

or family, and you too should find ample subject matter. Pause and think deeply about your 



friend. Reread his/her last letter to you, and forget about fine words and fancy phrases. A 

letter in which sincere feelings are expressed with sincerity is a good letter.     

   

 

Structure of a informal letter 

 

1. Date – Date is given when the letter is written. 

2. Greetings and name of recipient – The greeting usually starts with the word ‘Dear’ 

followed by the given name of the recipient or relationship and it ends with a comma. For    

e.g. Dear Anu,  Dear Uncle, 

3. Introduction – This is the opening of the letter. It may include greetings like ‘How are 

you?’ ‘I am happy to receive your letter’ 

4. Body – This is the main part of the letter. It includes the message that the writer wants to 

tell the recipient. It is often divided into paragraphs. 

5. Closure – This part indicates that the letter is going to end. The writer may ask the 

recipient to reply. 

6. Complimentary Close – This short expression includes a few words in one line. It ends 

with a comma. For e.g. Yours sincerely, Best regards, Only yours, Yours loving son, 

7. Signature – The signature of the writer. 

 

                                    Language used in an informal letter 

 

1. Formality and accuracy – Formal and accurate grammar and spelling are expected, 

depending on the relationship between the writer and the recipient. 

2. Style – Language use may be personal. For example , first and second person pronouns 

may be frequently used. 

 

                                    Some useful phrases for informal letter writing 

1. Greetings  : 

 Dear Renu 

 Hello Sanjay 

 Hi Arunima 

 My dear brother 

 

2. Introductory paragraph 

 How is it going? 

 How are you? 

 Sorry it’s taken me so long to write 

 How are things with you? 

 I was so glad/delighted/pleased to receive your letter 

 I have not received any letter from you since long/ for a long time 



 

 

3. Ending an informal letter 

 Wishing you all the best 

 Write soon 

 Lots of love 

 Look after yourself 

 Waiting eagerly for your arrival 

 With heartiest love and blessings 

 

Sample letter (informal) 

 

Room no. 224 
Dwarika, , IIT campus 
New Delhi 
 
My dear papa 
 
I am very happy to receive your letter. It is a relief to know that both you and mother 
are in good health now. 
 
My exams preparation are going on well. You will be happy to know that I won the 
first prize in the essay competition at university level. My name is selected for inter 
university competition. 
 
I hope that you will be able to attend our annual function scheduled for 20th March, 
2016. After the function we can visit historical places in Delhi. 
 
Rest is usual 
 
Affectionately  yours 
Vivek 
 

 

 

             

                                   Some Subscriptions and some Suggestions for use 

 

               Yours faithfully                                           In business letters beginning ‘Dear Sir’ 

               Yours sincerely                                            To a business correspondent you have or                



                                                                         spoken with 

Yours truly                                                      As above, but going out of fashion now 

Sincerely                                                         To a friend or relation in a formal letter 

Regards                                                           A quick message to a neighbor, relative or  

                                                                          close colleague 

With best wishes                                            To less close relations 

With love                                                          A close family member, lover, close friend 

Love from                                                         To a child 

 

Ever yours                                                        A lover 

 

 

  

3.7  Let us sum up 

Composition helps the students to express his views on what is happening in the world around him, 

besides expressing personal thoughts, feelings and experiences.  Composition is the last stage in 

which the students learn how to put down their ideas into writing of their own. It may start from 

writing one or a few lines on a subject to write exhaustively on a subject in the form essay, story, 

poetry, letter or passage. 

Types of writing : 

Descriptive writing, Narrative writing, Argumentative writing, Expository writing 

Types of composition : 

Guided, Free, Creative 

A good paragraph must possess: 

 Unity, Coherence, Order, Emphasis, Development 

Formal Letters: They include the letters that are written to businessmen, firms, government, other 

officials or to editors of newspapers/periodicals. Invitation to wedding/parties in printed form are 

also a part of formal letters. The applications to principals, headmasters, officers etc. are also part 

of formal letters. 

Informal Letters: They chiefly include personal or friendly letters. Including invitations written in a 

letter form. 

3.8  QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION 

 Discuss the ways to improve creative writing in children. 



 What is the difference between informal and formal writing? 

 Write an application to the Registrar of your university requesting him to issue an 

eligibility certificate. 

 Write a paragraph on “Importance of developing writing skills”. 
 

3.9  Answers to check your progress 

 

1. i)  Descriptive writing 

    ii)  Narrative writing 

    iii)  Argumentative writing 

    iv)  Expository writing 

 

 

2.  By guided writing or composition is meant that the students write under control and 

direction of the teacher or supervisor. Under it the students are provided with necessary 

vocabulary and structures to be used for expressing the desired thoughts and ideas in 

writing. In fact, guided writing is an effect of the oral composition in which the students 

are already aware of the vocabulary and structures that they have to use in writing. The 

teachers should pay attention to the aspect that they should release the students out of 

their strict control and direction gradually, so that the students can be taken toward 

achieving spontaneous or free writing. The aim of guided writing is to direct and not 

restrict. If the students are proceeding in the right direction, they should be encouraged. 

 

3.   i) The indented form 

       ii) The fully blocked form 

       iii) The semi- blocked form 

        iv) The simplified form 

4.     a) True 

        b) True 

        c) False 

        d) True     
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